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The Gold’s Gym Puzzle Exercise Mat allows you to power through high-impact workouts without damaging your floors. This 6 piece mat comes
together to form a 24 square foot area of protection, stopping heavy equipment from scratching or otherwise harming your flooring. This Gold’s
Gym floor mat doubles as the perfect exercise platform for weightlifting, yoga, HIIT workouts, and other aerobic training routines as it is easy to
wipe clean and comfortable to work out on. Built with odor-free EVA foam and an anti-slip surface, this floor mat helps prevent slipping, repels
water, and helps absorb noise and vibration without appropriating a nasty smell. Lightweight construction makes it easy to quickly assemble
your exercise mat, and then tuck it away for convenient and compact storage in your home. Each tile measures 24” x24” and is about half-an-
inch thick, providing plenty of protection from treadmills, exercise bikes, ellipticals, and other heavyweight workout equipment. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
21,90 €
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Discount -6,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerGold's Gym 

Description 24 Square Foot Area Protect your floors from dings and scratches from your treadmill, elliptical, exercise bike, or other heavyweight
workout equipment Stretch out on comfortable EVA foam to perform your favorite yoga poses, engage in weightlifting routines, or sweat through
intense HIIT training Odor-Free, EVA Foam Material This high-density exercise mat absorbs the impact of your workout, noise, and vibration
without taking on an unpleasant odor Non-Slip Surface This non-slip mat gives you stability throughout your workout as well as a cushioned
surface for your push-ups, planks, yoga routine, and more Simple Assembly A puzzle design makes it easy to assemble and take apart this mat.
Each tile measures 24 inches by 24 inches, so it’s compact and lightweight for convenient storage in between workouts Model #: WGGPZM18 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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